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About This Software

The amazing PlayClaw video capture tool gives customers incredible power!

PlayClaw has been designed to make full use of multi-core processors and hardware accelerated H.264 codecs, which ensures
the outstanding quality of the output with a minimal impact on system performance. PlayClaw will record full HD videos of

your gameplay with high frame rates with your audio commentary with minimal possible performance hit!

The other nifty feature is PlayClaw’s ability to render helpful overlays over game screen. PlayClaw will show you who's
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speaking in games using Teamspeak 3, leading to better teamwork. Check your GPU/CPU load and temperatures right in game
with PlayClaw's overlays. Overlays are fully compatible with the latest versions of Windows and graphics engines.

At A Glance:

Capture game video with optional recording game audio

H.264 encoding with hardware acceleration (Intel QuickSync, NVidia Encoder, AMD VCE encoder)

Streaming to YouTube, Twitch and other RTMP services

Special capture desktop mode in Windows 7, 8/8.1 and 10

Adjustable video recording frame rate and size

Up to 16 audio sources

Unique pre-recording feature

Output in multiple formats (AVI, MP4)

Capture screenshots

Various overlays: voice overlays for Teamspeak 3, FPS, CPU/GPU statistics, timers, etc.

Webcam overlay support

Support for 3rd party overlays via plugins system.

Multithreaded compression code

Realtime audio preprocessing engine

Profile-based settings

Compatible with PunkBuster & Valve Anti Cheat
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Title: PlayClaw 5 - Game Recording and Streaming
Genre: Audio Production, Software Training, Utilities, Video Production
Release Date: 10 Sep, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2-cores CPU with SSE support

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel/AMD/NVidia graphics card

DirectX: Version 8.0

Additional Notes: Administrator rights to run software are mandatory.

English,Russian,French,Hungarian,Polish,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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If you like the gameplay of super mario 64 then you will fit right in this game.. Haven't played it a lot yet, but up to now, it feels
like a game mixed of Castlevania with Nuclear Throne or even Enter the Gungeon and Painkiller.
That's the feel I got, only thing is that this game is a platformer on one screen, it's not a side-scroller.
Is it good? Yes, it's good, perhaps for two hour at max, it's good, it's not bad, but it doesn't have enough content nor things to do.
If it could use exactly the same gameplay as now, but with some RPG elements such as the one found in Castlevania, side-
scroller world with big and open levels, then this game would be even better, I must admit that I did excepted something like the
original platformers Castlevania games at first but with its differences.
I'm not saying it is a bad game, it's really good but most of the game is multiplayer sided (with friends), there is no bots or
anything of the sort.
There is a solo\/coop survival gamemode though.
But it can get repetitive pretty quick, got tired of playing after 20 minutes.

So yeah, it's a good game, more of a time killer than anything else, you should get it while it's on sale, otherwise, it may not be
worth it.

7.7\/10. Very nice!
I didnt care a motion sickness during my play
Most VR contents focus on just experience
But i think this game has pretty interesting plot.
I expect the next episode.. I really hate to post this review, as I greatly enjoyed the short time I had with this game. I came back
afer not playing for about a month only to find prices in game jacked up to the point it simply isn't worth playing.

I have seen many reviews commented on by the developers about how money needs to be put on the table, and that you can't
expect it to be truly free to play without some sacrifice. I myself put food on my table by writing software, and take it from me,
people that write software in this manner do not mean well. They think that you are a sucker, and if you continue to give money
as they reduce functionality, then you are what they think you are and you deserve what you get.

The only way to change the outcome is to uninstall. Without a decent player count, the money supply is cut off. They have two
choices at that point: cut bait and move on to another cash grab, or restore gameplay to a decent state.

I will gladly change this to a positive review if the devs come to their senses, but I doubt it will happen. Devs rarely change tact
if they have a cash grab on their hands. Hard to change your spots once they have been seen.

Oh well, it was fun while it lasted. You guys actually do have decent chops at making a solid fishing game. Shame you
squandered it.. I have spent years on Microsofts flight sims so my hours dont really reflect much in the steam version.

This is an excellent craft in all respects, and while the MASH version is what pulled me in, the float model is great fun. I left
Benton Harbor Michingan and flew around the lake, puddle jumping into various lakes all the way to Chicago. It was the longest
flight I have taken in some time.

There are a couple small issues, in the cockpit view there is this red line floating around, like if someone had taped a string to
the front of the bubble. It is annoying and I cannot find any real life examples of this. I think the option to remove it would be
nice or an update to address it. I was also unable to locate the engine timer.. This is effectively two games - a puzzle game and
an odd dramatic story-driven walking simulator. The puzzles are good, but the story is very unsettling, with the odd jump scare.

I sadly have to not recommend this game due to the unsettling story aspect. I wish it was just a puzzle game. I'll probably finish
it, but the feeling the story gives me puts me off massively.
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THIS IS A GREAT GAME. Fun free to play game. Not so long as I`d like, but I hope to play the full game pretty soon!. I
remember buying this with a bundle a long time ago. It was worth it for the original Deus Ex and Human Revolution.

The big pro about this game is that it's short. Even if you're taking your sweet time, It could take you about 4 hours to beat. The
experience itself however, is absolutely terrible.

Being a mobile game, it has terrible graphics, bad controls and a really bad interface. Maybe on a tiny phone screen it looks
okay but that doesn't change the really bad story as well. I honestly can't tell you much about what happened in the story.

I only played it as it was an easy 100% completion. That being said, the achievements bugged and gave me the pacifist
achievement despite killing a lot of people. So one less playthrough for me. Yay!. Zzzzzzzzzzz. Hate fighting her so much.. I
love this game, and can run it suprisingly smooth! I originally had it for PS3 and wanted to do a youtube series on it, so I bought
it on my iMac and had loads more fun then on the console. I spend most of my time playing Zombies on it so am defiantly going
to buy all the mpa packs! This game delivers exactly what you want, and even more! If you don't have a mac, then buy the PC
version because it is so worth it! We could play together if you wanted? Hehe...
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